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2021 was certainly another challenging year with the pandemic continuing to cause disruption. However, 
with the measures that we put in place in 2020, this helped us to continue to support our members and 
our staff. With our membership retention remaining high at 95% and welcoming 26 new members, mostly 
from colleges in England, we felt that sustainability was certainly raising as a strategic agenda for many.

With the UK hosting COP26 in 2021, this certainly helped to put education and sustainability in the spot-
light. This was evident with the first ever Education Ministers Summit taking place at COP26. As we gained 
Observer Status in 2021 this enabled us to provide the opportunity for our staff, Board and Fellows to go to  
COP26. We were also delighted to be able to include two of our Student Climate Commissioners as part of 
our delegation. We look forward to creating greater relationships with host countries moving forward. 
 
Whilst again for another year we were unable to have a physical conference so again we brought the world 
together in our virtual conference. We continued to bring many new and diverse voices to the event 
making for an inclusive and global programme. It was especially powerful to bring together people from 
our international programmes - the SDG Accord, Race to Zero for Universities and Colleges and the 
International Green Gown Awards. We feel that bringing this diversity in voices is a critical role that we 
play and we will continue supporting our global partners in our Global Summit in 2022, in partnership with 
UNEP and Tongji University. 

The staff and Board took a positive from the pandemic and we collectively decided that being home-based 
worked for us as an organisation so we made the decision in June 2021 to give up our offices and make 
the change permanent. We continue to support our staff in providing a working from home allowance in 
line with HMRC guidance. We thank our office hosts, University of Gloucestershire and Queen Margaret 
University, for all their support over the years.

Some key activities of the year including the conclusion of the Climate Commission. We, together with our 
partners, developed many tools and resources and we will continue to work closely together to benefit the 
sector. The creation of the Carbon Coalition was another example of a strong partnership with the COP26 
Universities Network following the offsetting briefing we co-authored. We hope this new initiative will 
further support our members in the years to come. Carbon Literacy Training was another highlight of the 
year with us achieving Platinum organisation status with all of our staff fully trained. We also have 4 staff 
that are accreditated trainers which we are hugely proud of. We look forward to continue supporting our 
members in 2022 and beyond.

We thank you all for your continued passion, commitment, diligence, and support.

Iain Patton, Chief Executive                  Professor James Longhurst, Chair

Chief Executive & Chair’s Message
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EAUC: Our Strategy
EAUC - The Alliance for Sustainability Leadership in Education is the environmental and sustainability
champion within Further and Higher Education in the UK and Ireland. Our passion is to create a world with 
sustainability at its heart. That's our vision - we exist to lead and empower the post-16 education sector to 
make sustainability 'just good business'.

EAUC are a not-for-profit, member based charity run by members for members. From starting out as a vol-
untary organisation in 1996, we have grown to represent over 2 million students and nearly 400,000 staff, 
with a spending budget of over £25 billion. We help leaders, academics and other professionals to drive 
sustainability into the heart of their post-16 education institutions.

Launched in 2017, our 2017-2021 strategy aimed to offer the necessary support for the challenges 
institutions face today. This strategy is taking us through the steps to ensure we will transition to and 
remain, a future-focused organisation. We created six goals to underpin the structure and following 
member’s feedback we are undertaking numerous activities to support each one.
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Our Members
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Scotland Focus
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9926 
homepage views on the 
Careers in Sustainability 
Project site

Scotland Focus
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Climate Commission for UK Higher and Further Education
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Goal 1: Strategic Alignment

After a long break where we were unable to run face to face Leadership training 
we were pleased to launch both an Emerging Leaders and Leadership Academy 
online courses. Both courses had good uptake with 20 signing up to attend our 
Emerging Leaders training, for those in roles looking to improve their leadership 
skills in order to pursue careers in sustainability. 

The Leadership Academy proved so popular that we ran two cohorts, the first was 
capped at 30 attendees and the second cohort saw another 20 Senior 
Sustainability Leaders join us from both HE and FE.

Both programmes incorporated an opportunity for delegates to gain from the 
experience and expertise of a personal mentor. We received excellent feedback 
and will be looking to extend the mentoring opportunities.

Kickstart Scheme
Change Agents UK and SOS-UK, supported by 
the EAUC, offered a supported Kickstart Scheme 
designed for colleges and universities. The
Government Kickstart Scheme is to fund
hundreds of thousands of high quality 6-month 
work placements for young people deemed to be 
at risk of long term unemployment.

An opportunity to support transformative work 
placements for young people, we are proud to 
have been engaging with the tertiary education 
sector for many years, now bringing combined 
experiences to Kickstart placements. This 
Government scheme will cover 100% of the 
National Minimum Wage for 25 hours a week, 
plus employer National Insurance contributions 
and employer minimum automatic enrolment
contributions.

Sustainable Futures
In 2020, Change Agents UK and the EAUC
undertook a study examining ‘Skills for the Future’,
taking perspectives from employers, educational
institutions and young people who had recently
transitioned from education into work.

Using these three lenses, this interrogated skills gaps 
and explored the skills needed.

The outputs, along with many years’ experience in this 
area, were distilled into the Sustainable Futures 
programme, in partnership with Change Agents UK. 
We have designed tailored versions for HE students 
both with and without prior sustainability knowledge. 
Pilots were successfuly run during 2021, positively 
impacting hundreds of students so far.
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Goal 2: Advocacy

ADVOCACY WORK

We worked closely with the Department of Education
within numerous working groups, to support the
Sustainability and Climate Change Strategy.

We continued expanding the partnership Race to Zero for 
Universities & Colleges, welcoming more signatories through-
out the year. We held several outreach events across the world 
including Japan, Mexico, Slovakia, China and Morocco. We will 
continue to support signatories ahead of COP27.

EAUC received Special Consultative Status with the United
Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) and Observer 
Status with UNFCCC for COP26 and beyond.

We welcomed more signatories to the SDG Accord, widening the 
global network of institutions.

With the British Council Turkey, and British Council Algeria, we 
launched two sustainability competitions to promote on-campus 
innovation.

We presented to the UK Government Environment Audit Select 
Committee Inquiry into Green Jobs, and supported the Green 
Jobs Taskforce report.

In July, we published a list of four civic principles and learnings, 
essential for a sustainable recovery.

Following on the Education & Skills Funding Agency (ESFA)
recommendation on carbon reporting, we launched a SECR tool 
for EAUC FE members.

During the COP26 leadup, our work featured in the Sustainable 
Businesses Magazine.

We are proud of the efforts by universities and colleges across 
our network, as they continue to work across communities and 
the wider world, to support sustainability journeys.
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Goal 3: Research & Knowledge Exchange

Virtual Global Conference
2021 saw us run our Virtual Global Climate Conference, focussed around 
an international audience, it showcased case studies from our 
International Green Gown Award finalists, SDG Accord signatories, and 
Race to Zero signatories from 27 countries. 

With panellists from UNEP, oikos and several international universities 
adding their perspectives, the event was attended on the day by over 
130 delegates.

The keynotes focussed on two areas:

• Embedding Sustainability within your 
Institutions and Building Back Better;

• How universities and colleges can 
overcome the challenges and make the 
opportunities for lasting change. 

Webinars
We ran over 20 webinars throughout the year across a wide range of 
topics. We had over 250 delegates engaging in our webinars.

Carbon Literacy
Our Carbon Literacy training started in 2020 and went from strength to 
strength. We ran 11 courses, trained 175 learners from 54 institutions 
and issued over 130 certificates.
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Goal 4: Maximised Resources

CARBON COALITION
We worked with the COP26 Universities Network on a briefing on offsetting
aimed at the UK Further & Higher Education Institutions which was 
published in January 2021.  Further to the recommendations in the 
guidance, EAUC has now made an offsetting scheme for the education 
sector, called Carbon Coalition. 

The EAUC Carbon Coalition is a consortium of UK and Ireland higher and further education institutions that have 
joined together to offset their emissions leveraging their combined buying power and knowledge. We have a goal 
to provide partners with a simple, robust offsetting menu of products that provides maximum value for money 
as well as providing confidence in the projects they are investing in. By utilising the expertise we have within our 
sector we set up an Advisory Board which provides confidence to institutions in what is a very complex area. We 
run a pilot with 7 institutions. 

We are undergoing a procurement process in partnership with LUPC to ensure the scheme meets the require-
ments of institutions and look forward to launching in Autumn 2022.

SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP SCORECARD
The Sustainability Leadership Scorecard (SLS) ensures institutions 
can track their sustainability progress, celebrate their successes 
and improve their weaknesses. We launched this in partership with 
AUDE, to bring an interactive, collaborative, and aligned approach to 
the UN SDGs.

The 2021 Annual Report showed the rate of change of member 
institutions actively embedding sustainability across their leadership, 
governance, learning, teaching, research, estates, operations and 
partnerships.

The SLS tool is increasingly proving its worth as institutions are 
able to use the individual SLS reports themselves as a one stop 
shop, submitting it as evidence to the Times Higher Education 
Impact Rankings and the SDG Accord. The SLS also helps HE and 
FE institutions create personalised strategies and action plans, and 
complements other tools, such as the Climate Action Roadmap for 
FE Colleges and the HE Climate Action Toolkit.

In 2022, we are working with Deventio to develop a new portal for 
the SLS which will be launched in the summer.
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We welcomed new Fellows in 2021 to Kirsti Norris (UWE), Kat Thorne (King's College London), Jamie 
Pearson, (Edinburgh Napier University), Fraser Lover (University of Aberdeen), Peter Phelps (University of 
Bath) and Paulo Cruz (Glasgow Caledonian University). We also welcomed Honorary Fellows - Mark 
Webster (UWE), Rica Bieke (APUC), Shona Nairn-Smith (Bournemouth University), Neil Allen (University 
of Hertfordshire), Rosemary Horry (University of Derby) and Elizabeth Vander-Meer (University of 
Edinburgh) in thanks for their hard work in supporting our Risk and Adaptation guides.

Goal 5: Stronger Community
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Goal 6: Expanded Horizons

SDG ACCORD UPDATE
In 2021, we launched the fourth annual SDG Accord Report:
‘Progress towards the Global Goals in the University and College sector’. 
The Report was presented to the United Nations High-Level Political 
Forum on Sustainable Development. 

The findings from this progress report show that awareness of the
SDGs in universities and colleges is steadily increasing worldwide, but so 
too are the challenges, namely those of resources and access to 
consistent executive and governmental support.

The number of institutions committing to the SDG Accord continues to 
rise, as does the ambition to embed the SDGs within institutions. 
We were particularly delighted to see a considerable increase in the 
number of new institutions (42) reporting this year, compared to only 15 
in 2020. 

Those that start to embed the SDGs do so at a very rapid pace, and we 
are excited to see the breadth and depth of initiatives institutions a few 
years into embedding the SDGs are undertaking the world over in the 
form of case studies submitted. These are proving to be truly inspiration-
al Global Goals, and those that embrace them are reaping the rewards 
as they report how powerful an engagement tool the SDGs are proving 
to be.

RACE TO ZERO
We welcomed many more Race to Zero for Universities 
and Colleges signatories and celebrated them at COP26:

INTERNATIONAL GREEN GOWN AWARDS
We celebrated the 2021 International Green 
Gown Award finalists and winners in a virtual 
ceremony held at the United Nations High-Level 
Political Forum on Sustainable Development:



Sustainability Report 

2021 RESULTS

• Our carbon footprint has decreased by 31% and now sits at 3.5 tonnes for the 2021 
period.

• The main decrease in our carbon footprint is due to Covid-19 and hardly any travel taking 
place in 2021.

• We used Sustainable Scotland Network Reporting Guidance to calculate staff’s electricity 
and heating usage based on hours worked from home during 2021.

• Our staff full time equivalent (FTE) decreased from 11.46 to 9.71.

• Average carbon emissions per FTE staff member is 360kg CO2 which is 19% less than in 
2020.

• We used last year’s data for waste and water usage applying 2021 Defra factors. We 
recognise that water and waste is still being used just at people’s homes.

• We identified the total Full Time Equivalent (FTE) of staff, and the total income as reporting 
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

We calculate our staff and Board business travel, and homeworking energy use. Due to the 
move from office to homeworking in June 2021, we no longer report against the changes in size 
of the physical assets and include gross internal area (GIA).
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CARBON OFFSET
It is our aim to minimise our carbon footprint as much as possi-
ble, however as it happens with any other organisation, we still 
have a carbon footprint. This year we used the Carbon Coali-
tion and we offset 3.5 tonnes of CO2 for the 2021 impact report 
(3,500kgCO2).



Financial Review

Thank you to our 
Members for 
continuing to 
support us – 
without you we 
would not exist.
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During the financial period of 1 January to 31 December 2021 we made an overall loss of £17,443 with an 
unrestricted loss of £29,474. The key reason for the loss is due to not being able to hold a physical 
conference; whilst we continued to hold a virtual conference to support our members, this does not 
generate income from attendance fees and sponsorship. 

We have a total available fund of £126,260 to carry forward into 2022. The challenges of 2020 show how 
important it is to hold reserves which can protect the charity from unforeseen circumstances. The Income 
Generation Sub-Committee is working hard to develop new income streams to ensure our long-term 
financial stability. We are now in our final year of our 3-year funding grant from the Scottish Funding 
Council, which started in April 2020. This allows us to continue and further develop our support and 
leadership in Scotland.

Changes from 2020:
 0.13% increase in unrestricted income
 11% decrease in unrestricted expenditure

As a charity, all of our income and expenditure meet our charitable objectives:
• In 2021 we had 9.71 (2020: 11.46) full time equivalent (FTE) staff. Of the total, 3.03 FTE were      

funded through our externally funded projects and 6.68 (2020: 7.61) FTE funded through our           
unrestricted funds. Our unrestricted staff costs were 74% (2020: 75%) of our unrestricted expenditure; 
this increase is due to reduced expenditure on other activities such as the conference. 

• 65% of our total unrestricted income is from Educational Membership (2020: 57%). The reason for this 
increase is due to strong membership renewal and lower income generation from activities such as the 
conference.

Future Plans - Looking to 2022
2022 will be an improved situation for us financially as we move back to a physical conference which is a 
major income generation activity for us. We will continue to hold a global virtual conference as well. Whilst 
our training programmes will continue to be virtual, we hope to return to a physical Leadership Lab event 
in January 2023. Our Educational Membership remains strong with a 95% retention rate and we welcomed 
26 new members in 2021. We are reliant upon our members to continue supporting our work and we 
remain dedicated in supporting our members in 2022 and beyond.



Your sustainability promise

We are committed to minimising our impact on the 
environment. By downloading our Annual Report in PDF 

format, not only do you receive it instantly but you are 
also doing your part in reducing your carbon footprint. 
We encourage you to email it to interested colleagues 

or potential EAUC Members and do not print it.

This report was written and designed 
in-house by the EAUC team.

GET IN TOUCH

info@eauc.org.uk       www.eauc.org.uk01242 714321      


